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a fact—even an unwelcome fact—when he saw one; and
so early as 1820 he wrote of the Spaniards that " one would
suppose that the reconquest of their colonies by force of
arms would be out of the question even to them."   Such
an admission from the sword-arm of Europe was in striking
contrast with the more military temper of the French, who
were prepared to play the exact opposite of the noble r61e
performed by La Fayette in North America.   For French
warships waited in French ports to carry troops for the
reconquest of the rash colonists.   Canning was convinced
that" France meditates and has all along meditated a direct
interference in Spanish America " ; Chateaubriand stated
that French ships and treasure were available for the
recovery of disobedient Spanish colonies;   and Vill&e
assured the King of Spain that" if the Spanish Government
wished to send an Infant to Mexico or Peru, or to any part
of Spanish America, attended by troops, with a view to
make an endeavour to renew the connection between those
Colonies and Spain, the expedition now fitting out in the
ports of France should be at the orders of the Spanish
Government to convey the Infant and the troops wherever
they pleased/'   But in that very year Lord Casilereagh, no
mean apostle of reaction, recognised the rebel flag of
Argentina by an amendment of the Navigation Acts, and
the Duke himself made an inadvertent contribution to the
cause of freedom in South America by forcing Canning on
the King as Foreign Secretary.
With Canning safe in office, the course was clear for a
still closer convergence of Great Britain and the young
republics. He had his difficulties, since Tory colleagues
shared the Duke's view that " considering what is passing
in Ireland, and what all expect will happen in that country
before long, the bad with hope, the good with apprehension
and dread, we must take care not to give additional examples
in these times of the encouragement of insurrection, and we
must not be induced by clamour, by self-interested views;
by stock-jobbing, or by faction, to give the sanction of our

